Tensoft SemiOps Express

Rapid Start Solution for Ramp Readiness and Beyond
The High Tech Start-Up Dilemma

Emerging fabless, IC and sensor companies face similar business
challenges as larger peers due to industry unique production and
process demands. While the key difference is shipment volume,
complex semiconductor operational requirements are pervasive
during early ramp intensifying the risk of management execution.

Too Small to be Big, Too Big to be Small
To support the industry’s accelerated systems maturity model, an
agile industry solution optimized for the functional needs, team
depth, and prudent budgets was intuitively developed by Tensoft –
as part of its longstanding commitment to the semiconductor
ecosystem.

Purpose Built
Tensoft SemiOps Express
enables start-ups to better
manage key business processes
in a cloud based application
built for semiconductor
production, inventory, finance,
customer service and logistics
best practices using a rapid
deployment methodology and
situationally fluent,
collaborative support model
past go-live during the critical
ramp phase and beyond.

Scalability Solved
Robust enough to compensate
for entry level accounting
system limitations, the Tensoft
SemiOps cloud offers mobility
to automate front and back
end supplier integration,
leverage advanced planning
capabilities, add fully featured
financials in one turnkey SaaS
solution or systematically
integrate to enterprise ERP.

Designed For the Design Win Company
Introducing Tensoft SemiOps Express, a SaaS and services
offering exclusively designed for semiconductor and IoT
operations and finance executives. From product acceptance
to initial ramp through high volume breadth, only SemiOps
Express provides the right processes to the right people at the
right times.

www.tensoft.com

Tensoft
SemiOps Express

Synchronizing Intelligent Operations through Finance Execution
Customer Experience

“Tensoft’s support on our
implementation was very
strong. Starting with their
ability to understand our
business, help us work
through the configuration
process, set up our flows, and
make sure that it met our
needs. I think that is
something that really stands
out with Tensoft.”
– Tim Heenan,
VP of Production of Operations,
ClariPhy Communications
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Features Overview
Operations and Outsourced
Manufacturing

Holistic WIP and inventory management support for semiconductor operations,
including yield and cycle time history, consolidated WIP status, consignment,
forward and backward product genealogy, complete lot and product attribute
tracking, Inverted BOM and many-to-one production models including multichip
and modules.

Inventory Valuation and
Product Costing

Complete support for production finance variables and true semiconductor costing
replaces onerous spreadsheets. Includes yielded cost models, cost roll down
support, detailed cost and variance analysis, 4-way match for vendor invoices to
the lot number, historical inventory reporting, and roll forward inventory analysis.

Customer Service and
Logistics

Comprehensive tools to support customer orders, scheduling, shipping and drop
shipment, documentation, and management metrics in a closed loop system fully
integrated with invoicing and accounting. Customer service and fulfillment are
integral component of the Quote to Cash cycle.
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